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Challenging received wisdom…

Prevent and Cure Diabetes
- delicious diets, not dangerous drugs
By Dr Sarah Myhill and Craig Robinson
Price: paperback £14.99, ebook £5.99
Paperback ISBN 978-1-78161-077-0 ; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-078-7
DUE MAY 2016

NEW

A tough-talking guide to:
* What is driving the driving the epidemic of diabetes and metabolic syndrome
* What is metabolic syndrome
* How to reverse diabetes type 2
* How to control blood sugar with minimal use of insulin in diabetes type 1
What’s Up With Your Gut?
Why you bloat after eating bread and pasta… and other gut problems
By Jo Waters and Professor Julian Walters
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £5.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-067-1; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-068-8
DUE SEPTEMBER 2016

NEW

Do you get bloating when you eat certain foods? Is your social life restricted by uncertainty about your
bowels? Is your work affected? This book will help you find out what your underlying gut problem is and
understand how to make things better.With 80% of our immune system in our gut, sorting out digestive
problems should have a profound impact on every aspect of our health.
Irritable Bowel Syndrome
– navigating your way to recovery
By Dr Megan Arroll and Professor Christine Dancey
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £5.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-069-5; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-070-1
JUST PUBLISHED

NEW

IBS is an ‘invisible’ disease – sufferers battle on pretending nothing is wrong and hiding their symptoms.
Neither is it life-threatening. So nobody takes it seriously. But the authors do.This is a practical look at what
we now know about the condition and all the latest approaches to treatment.
‘Sarah Stacey.s Book of the Week, You Magazine, Mail on Sunday

NEW SERIES
Nature Cures
– the A to Z of ailments and
natural foods
By N H Hawes
Price: paperback £24.99; ebook £14.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-039-8;
ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-040-4
What you need to know about the
healing properties of foods in 1130
pages.

DUE July 2016

NAT U R E C U R E S P O C K E T B O O K S

GROW YOUR OWN
HEALTH GARDEN
NAT U R E C U R E S P O C K E T B O O K S

NATURE’S
COLOUR CODES

Grow Your Own Health Garden
Print ISBN: 978-1-78161-081-7
Nature’s Colour Codes
Print ISBN: 978-1-78161-087-9

NAT U R E C U R E S P O C K E T B O O K S
N H H AW E S

LET ROOTS BE
YOUR MEDICINE
N
NH
A THUARWE ECS U R E S P O C K E T B O O K S

AIRPURIFYING
HOUSEPLANTS

N H H AW E S

N H H AW E S

N H H AW E S

Let Roots be Your Medicine
Print ISBN: 978-1-78161-086-2
Air-purifying Houseplants
Print ISBN: 978-1-78161-083-1
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Overcoming Self-Harm and Suicidal Thoughts
– a practical guide for the adolescent years
By Liz Quish
Price: paperback £12.99; ebook £5.99 Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-056-5; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-057-2
A practical guide for parents and others caring for young people who engage in self-harming and suicidal
thinking, or are at risk of doing so. Filled with insight and advice based on the author’s extensive experience,
the book offers a uniquely whole-person approach, dispels many myths and provides supportive strategies and
preventative measures.
Contents: Understanding self-defeatist syndrome; Self-harm; Suicide;Talk therapies; Complementary therapies;
Eating will for mental health; Parenting; Bereavment through suicide.
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What You Need to Know About
Pernicious Anaemia and Vitamin B12 Deficiency
By Martyn Hooper
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £5.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-051-0; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-052-7
The author of ‘Pernicious Anaemia: the forgotten disease’ provides a practical guide to recognising and
addressing vitamin B12 deficiency and its consequences. Based on the latest scientific and clinical evidence,
and the experience of the Pernicious Anaemia Society’s members, practical guidance is provided on getting a
diagnosis, treatment options and impact on daily life.

7 Simple Steps to Stop Emotional
Eating
By Sally Baker & Liz Hogon
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £5.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-058-9;
ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-059-6
The tools you need to free yourself
from the tyranny of food and its hidden
meanings.

Sally Baker &
Liz Hogon
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The Mediterranean Zone
– for a longer, leaner, healthier life
By Dr Barry Sears, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author of The Zone
Price: paperback £9.99; ebook £4.99 Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-073-2; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-074-9
•
How to lose excess body fat permanently
•
Why slimming diets don’t work but reaching ‘the Zone’ does
•
Why inflammation makes you fat, sick and age faster
•
How balance on your plate can help you live longer and better
•
Includes a daily meal plan to get ‘in the Zone’ within 7 days
‘The Zone Diet is not just about weight loss. It is a strategy for global health and wellness and can help athletes
achieve maximum physical and mental health.’
Professor Enrico Arcelli MD, Consultant Dietician, Inter FC

Magic in Practice
– introducing medical NLP: the art
and science of language in healing
and health
By Garner Thomson with Dr Khalid
Khan
Price: paperback £24.99; ebook £12.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-063-3;
ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-064-0
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Sustainable Medicine
– whistle-blowing on 21st century medical practice
By Dr Sarah Myhill
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £5.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-032-9; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-033-6
Diagnosing and Treating Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
– it’s mitochondria, not hypochondria
By Dr Sarah Myhill
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £10.99
Paperback ISBN: 978-1-78161-034-3; ebook ISBN: 978-1-78161-035-0
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Suburban Shaman –
tales from medicine’s
frontline
By Cecil Helman
Price: paperback £10.99;
ebook £4.99
PB: 978-1-90514-008-4
ebook: 978-1-78161-018-3
Former Radio 4 Book of
the Week.

Amazing Murmur of the Heart
By Cecil Helman
Price: paperback £12.99; ebook £4.99
PB: 978-1-78161-019-0; ebook: 978-1-78161-020-6
Cecil Helman, author of prize-winning Suburban Shaman
and founder of the academic discipline Medical
Anthropology, entrusted this, his last work, to friends
and relations before his untimely death in 2009.
It is the companion work to Suburban Shaman, bringing together his personal experience of practising medicine with
his unique insight into our attitudes to health and illness.

Love Your Bones
– the essential guide to ending osteoporosis and
building a healthy skeleton
By Max Tuck, the ‘raw food scientist’
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-071-8;
ebook: 978-1-78161-072-5
Based on proven science, the latest technological developments, a passion for nutritious food and her experience as a Health Educator and Veterinary Surgeon,
Max’s action plan will enable you to slash your fracture
risk, build your bone density and improve your health.

‘This compelling, no-nonsense and
highly readable guide can turn your
health, and your life, around. Enjoy the
read, and the amazing benefits.’
Sarah Best

Do you want to achieve optimal health but
are confused by the many conflicting
recommendations?

THE WHOLE BODY SOLUTION Max Tuck

Is there truly one solution that has only
benefits, not downsides, and in turn reduces
the risk of succumbing to the diseases
which are so prevalent in modern society?

And will this really combat the ageing process?

Max Tuck believes that there is such a solution – the Whole Body
Solution. In this compelling book, she elaborates not only on how to
eat to support each of your nine body systems, but how all of these
systems interrelate to synergistically create the level of health that
everyone seeks, but which might hitherto have been elusive.
Bringing together a scientific approach to nutrition and exercise
with a deep interest in the mind-body connection, Max explains
how, by taking care of each body system, everyone can reach their
ideal weight, attain vibrant health and make concerns about ageing
and degenerative disease a thing of the past, regardless of genetic
predisposition.

‘Although we have had great explorations into space, very few know the
wonders of the human body. Nine magnificent systems with their
supporting cast allow you to breathe, think, move and participate as a
human in this universe of endless possibilities.
‘Max Tuck brings you into this world in a way that has never been done
before. I strongly advise you to strap in and enjoy the ride.’
Dr Brian Clement PhD, LN
Director, Hippocrates Health Institute, Florida

Max Tuck
The Raw Food Scientist

www.hammersmithbooks.co.uk

Urban
Caveman

Go Paleo?
The Urban Caveman – Paleo-inspired recipes
for the 21st century

feeding the urban caveman
With allergies, health problems and obesity on the increase, the demand
for a healthy but enjoyable diet has never been greater.

Although the benefits of Paleo eating are well established, the exclusion of
familiar foods like grains, beans, dairy and sugar make the diet a viable
option for only the most dedicated or desperate.
Do you think life without bread isn’t worth living? Do you love pizza?
The Urban Caveman recipe collection brings Paleo eating into the
21st century, providing recipes for guilt-free breads, cheeses and desserts
– foods not normally associated with Paleo eating. Rather than replicating
what we imagine our Stone Age ancestors ate, Urban Caveman recipes
are designed to emulate the modern diet. Over six years in development
by Eve Gilmore, nutritionist and leading expert on the Paleo diet,
The Urban Caveman makes Paleo eating a delicious and sustainable
lifestyle choice.

second edition

So, if you want more energy, better health or need to lose weight,
The Urban Caveman recipe collection may be just what you’ve been
looking for. With over 300 recipes specially designed for time-short
urbanites, healthy eating for you and your family has never been easier.
Giving up is NOT going without – you can have your cake and eat it!

Mary Jordan
www.hammersmithbooks.co.uk
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Eve Gilmore

Paleo-inspired recipes for the 21st century

carer’s guide
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the essential

The Whole Body Solution
By Max Tuck
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-043-5
ebook: 978-1-78161-044-2

The Urban
Caveman

Paleo-inspired recipes for the 21st century

Urban
Caveman

Eve Gilmore
29/09/2014 15:50

Essential Carer’s Guide (second edition)
By Mary Jordan
Price: paperback £12.99; ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-025-1; ebook: 978-1-78161-026-8
The key information you need to hand when faced with caring
for a relative or friend, with individual case stories, practical advice, entitlements and benefits, as well as social needs and caring
for the carer.
‘I wish I had had this book when I was looking after my parents.’
Sarah Stacey, Mail on Sunday’s YOU magazine

Go Paleo? Feeding the Urban Caveman
By Eve Gilmore
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £7.99
PB: 978-1-78161-047-3; ebook: 978-1-78161-048-0
‘Going Paleo’ is popular, but is it actually healthy? And is it either
practical or sustainable in the 21st century? This is a stimulating
discussion of the issues, drawing on the latest research together
with the author’s 20+ years of experience turning around serious health problems purely with diet.

The Essential Carer’s Guide to Dementia
By Mary Jordan
Price: paperback £12.99; ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-049-7; ebook: 978-1-78161-050-3
Based on Mary’s one-to-one advice working for a national
dementia charity, with all the wisdom she has gleaned from supporting both clients and her own family through dementia.
‘It is reassuring to have a book like this which brings together a
wealth of expertise in dementia care and illustrates the points
most effectively with real-world examples.’
Frances Leckie, Independent Living

The Urban Caveman
Paleo-inspired recipes for the 21st century
By Eve Gilmore
Price: paperback £14.99; ebook £9.99
PB: 978-1-78161-045-9; ebook: 978-1-78161-046-6
Nutritional therapist Eve Gilmore presents over 300 recipes that
are based on Paleo principles and have been put to the test by
her numerous clients. While being dairy-, grain-, legume- and
additive-free, Eve’s recipes will satisfy contemporary cravings for
comfort foods and complex flavours.
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Challenging received wisdom…
Beyond My Control
why the health and social
care system need not
have failed my mother
By Suzan Collins
PB: 978-1-78161-028-2
(£12.99); ebook: 978-178161-029-9 (£5.99)

Essential Guide to
Avoiding Dementia
understanding the risks
By Mary Jordan
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-016-9
ebook: 978-1-78161-017-6

Fighting Fatigue – a
practical guide to
managing the
symptoms of CFS/ME
By Sue Pemberton &
Catherine Berry
Price: paperback £15.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-28-2
ebook: 978-1-78161-022-0

Perrin Technique – how
to beat CFS/ME
By Dr Raymond Perrin
Price: paperback £15.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-12-1
ebook: 978-1-78161-002-2

Smart Guide to
Infertility
By Professor Robert
Harrison
Price: paperback £14.99;
revised ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-23-7
revised ebook:
978-1-78161-011-4

Shortlisted for
The People’s Book Prize

By Martyn Hooper
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-004-6
ebook: 978-1-78161-005-3

how to beat
chronic fatigue syndrome/ME

Dr Raymond Perrin

BESTSELLER
Anorexia Nervosa –
hope for recovery
By Dr Agnes Ayton
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-09-1
ebook: 978-1-78161-010-7

End of Life – the essential guide
to caring
By Mary Jordan & Judy
Carole Kauffmann
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-27-5
ebook: 978-1-78161-015-2
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By Martyn Hooper
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-036-7
ebook: 978-1-78161-037-4

The
Perrin Technique



Living with Pernicious
Anaemia and Vitamin
B12 Deficiency

T

Pernicious Anaemia –
the forgotten disease
the causes and
consequences of
vitamin B12 deficiency

      


Wills and Advance Directives
Funerals, life celebrations and memorial services
Grief - the importance of grieving and ways of coping
















Mary Jordan
and
Judy Carole Kauffmann

I Will Need to Break
Your Other Leg
By Prasanna Gautam
Price: paperback £9.99;
ebook £4.99
PB: 978-1-78161-021-3
ebook: 978-1-78161-054-1

Natural Health and
Weight Loss
By Barry Groves
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-15-2
ebook: 978-1-78161-007-7
a

BESTSELLER
Smart Guide to Back
Care
By Janet Wakley
Price: paperback £14.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-000-8
ebook: 978-1-78161-001-5

Essential Mental
Health Law
a guide to
the revised Mental Health Act
and
the Mental Capacity Act 2005

Anthony Maden
and
Tim Spencer-Lane

Essential Guide to
Mental Health Law
By Professor Anthony
Maden and
Tim Spencer-Lane
Price: paperback £24.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-29-9
ebook: 978-1-78161-014-5

Why AmMiscellany
I So Exhausted
Medical
– understanding
Chronic
Compiled
by Manoj
Fatigue Syndrome
Ramachandran
and
Max
Ronson
By Martin
Budd
Price: paperback
ebook £4.99
£14.99;
ebook:
978-1-78161-027-5
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-023-7
ebook: 978-1-78161-024-4

Trick and Treat – how
healthy eating is making us ill
By Barry Groves
Price: paperback £12.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-22-0
ebook: 978-1-78161-006-0

BESTSELLER
Six Secrets of
Successful Weight Loss
By Dr John Mansfield
Price: paperback £12.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-78161-008-4
ebook: 978-1-78161-009-1

Your Thyroid and How
to Keep it Healthy
By Dr Barry DurrantPeatfield
Price: paperback £15.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-10-7
ebook: 978-1-78161-021-3

No
Added
Sugar

BESTSELLER

Fibi Ward

I wanted to read something written by somebody of my
o

F

1

No Added Sugar –
growing up with type 1
diabetes
By Fibi Ward
Price: paperback £12.99;
ebook £5.99
PB: 978-1-905140-26-8;
ebook: 978-1-78161-003-9

growing up with
type I diabetes

2
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